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Executive Summary

1. To remain the leading environmental group in the Goldfields.
2. To facilitate Kalgoorlie-Boulder
becoming a more environmentally
aware community.
3. To inspire the Kalgoorlie-Boulder
community to be environmentally
active.
4. To ensure the sustainability of
KBULG.

The Kalgoorlie-Boulder Urban Landcare Group (KBULG)
is a community-based Environment and Conservation
Organisation.
The group has been working to improve the environment in and around Kalgoorlie-Boulder for over 40
years. KBULG is a registered Charitable Organisation.
VISION
KBULG’s vision is to work for a “better environment and
better lifestyle” for the people of Kalgoorlie-Boulder
through “collaboration, education and participation”.
While Kim’s personal motto is “Connecting People to
Parks and Nature”
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CEO Report
I am pleased to present the Annual Report
for the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Urban Landcare
Group (KBULG) for the financial year ending
30 June 2021.
The KBULG team is delighted to once again
look back at an extremely successful and
eventful year, despite the upheaval of the
Covid-19 pandemic, with the organisation
achieving all its ambitious goals, and much
more! We are grateful to the community of
Kalgoorlie-Boulder for wholeheartedly supporting and attending our many annual
community awareness/education events
during the past year.
KBULG is deeply impressed by the enthusiastic commitment of the City’s residents to
contribute to a better lifestyle and healthier
environment. It was a great compliment for
our community to be recognised for our ongoing commitment to the improvement of
our City in all areas by Tidy Towns WA. Although we did not win any of the categories
for the 2020 Tidy Towns Awards to be
nominated for 3 categories and the overall
Tidy Towns Award still speak volumes of
the contribution and commitments of the
residents of Kalgoorlie Boulder.
Over the last year KBULG has continued to
increase its visibility across the region by
supporting many other organisations and
their events, by proposing new collaborative partnership projects, and by getting
involved in other agencies’ existing projects. Our group’s ongoing success and accomplishments are largely attributed to
wonderful working relationships with our
partners, sponsors and friends. Long-term
mutually beneficial relationships with our
immensely valued sponsors are the key to
the success of our community engagement
projects.

As always there is more work to do and we
will continue to engage the community
through our annual events, projects and activities, whilst using every opportunity to
grow our involvement in the community.
We look forward to our continued interaction, safely and Covid-19 approved, with
the residents of the Goldfields within our
open community nursery, monthly Native
Plant Group and through our events and
competitions.
Thank you to each and everyone who has
been part of our projects, activities and
events over the last year - Thank you for
your enthusiasm, motivation and dedication, which makes it possible for us to continually, year on year, accomplish our milestones and goals for creating a “better environment and better lifestyle” for the people
of the Goldfields.
I would also like to sincerely thank our
dedicated KBULG staff team (past and present), the committee, members, partners
and sponsors (both financial and in-kind). I
really appreciate your enthusiastic support
and constant input and am looking forward
to continue working with you this year to
develop and implement many more rewarding
community
events and projects.

Many Thanks and
Regards,
Kim Eckert CEO
OAM GAICD
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Achievements 2020—2021
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Primary schools were involved in the Junior Landcare Programme this
year through KBULG conducting Bushwalks through Karlkurla Bushland Park and Tree
JUNIOR LANDCARE
Planting Projects with the schools. KBULG also presented talks at schools and participated
in school expositions.
KBULG continued to produce a community newsletter which is published as a full page
NEWSLETTER centre spread in Saturday’s Kalgoorlie Miner. With approximately 15,000 copies printed, we
are reaching a wide audience.
The rECOnstructed Art Competition & Exhibition in November 2020 encouraged members
RECONSTRUCTED ART
of the community to source and utilise waste products and materials to create innovative
COMPETITION
pieces of art. Reduce—Reuse—Recycle, celebrated as part of National Recycling week.
CLEAN UP DAY

KBULG hosts the “Clean Up Kalgoorlie-Boulder Day” in conjunction with Clean up Australia
Day. In March 2021 over 100 residents of the community cleaned up bushland west of
Waverley Street, collecting 12 tonnes and 200 bags of waste.

TIDY TOWNS &
KBULG entered Kalgoorlie-Boulder into the 2019-2020 Tidy Towns Sustainable CommuniSUSTAINABLE CITIES
ties Awards and was nominated for 3 categories and the overall State Tidy Towns Awards
AWARDS
KBULG launched its annual Sustainable Garden Quest in in conjunction with the major
SUSTAINABLE sponsors Kalgoorlie Miner and Water Corporation. The competition focused on all aspects of
GARDEN QUEST creating and maintaining a sustainable garden, the overall appearance, colour and tidiness
of gardens and verges.
KBULG coordinated the Annual Community Tree Planting day in conjunction with the City of
COMMUNITY TREE Kalgoorlie-Boulder and core sponsors. The site for 2020 was along Gatacre Drive in SomerPLANTING DAY ville, approximately 5000 seedlings, adapted to site conditions, were planted by as many
as 150 volunteers in 2 hours.
Participants in the KBULG Native Plant Group in 2020/2021 propagated local natives from
seed & cuttings. Plants grown by the group were distributed to local schools and commuNATIVE PLANT
nity groups free of charge. The Native Plant group meets on the last Sunday of every
GROUP
month. Residents as far as Leonora have come to participate in this inclusive community
event.
KBULG continually supports the Kalgoorlie-Boulder City Council with the park management,
KARLKURLA along with organising bush walks, tree plantings and school projects. Improvements to the
BUSHLAND PARK park over the last few years include pedestrian counters and a new boardwalk bridge constructed from recycled plastic.
KBULG continues to support the Goldfields Individual Family Support Association (GIFSA)
GIFSA through encouraging people living with disabilities and their carers to further develop interests & training opportunities at the Karlkurla Community Nursery.
This program enables tourists to pick up a brochure and a packet of Karlkurla seeds (for a
SCATTER THE SILKY small donation) from the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Visitor Centre and scatter them at designated
PEAR locations within Karlkurla Bushland Park. Funds from seeds sold contribute to projects
within Karlkurla Bushland Park.
A series of fenced Regeneration Zones encompass an area of approximately 3,500 hectares
around Kalgoorlie-Boulder. The Regeneration Zones safeguard habitat fragments for endemic species with locally restricted habitats such as rare Eremophila species. KBULG carREGENERATION
ries out continuous awareness—raising through the media and the organisation’s newsletZONES
ter, educating the community to preserve the buffer zones’ environment. KBULG also undertakes strategic audits of the regeneration zones, evaluating the adequacy of existing
fencing and identifying issues arising from illegal rubbish dumping and weed infestations.
KBULG frequently gets out and about within the community to promote the local environPUBLIC AWARENESS ment and the importance of living sustainably. This is achieved by attending community
AND PROMOTION events like the Spring Festival, KBCCI Community Exp, schools and public/group forums,
in addition to KBULG’s own education and conservation events/projects.
KBULG continues its ongoing support of the City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder with community
awareness promotion and education in regard to waste cycle management, with a particuRECYCLING
lar focus on recycling. KBULG constantly promotes for business and commercial recycling in
the Kalgoorlie-Boulder area.
MEMBERSHIP

KBULG consistently promotes its services, projects & activities throughout the community
and continues to welcome new members. In 2020-2021 we had over 618 members.
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Sponsors and Partnerships

To achieve all of the organisation's goals and objectives KBULG
is strongly reliant on the support of its core sponsors: The City
of Kalgoorlie-Boulder, Northern Star Resources (Kanowna
Belle), KCGM, Keep Australia Beautiful, Evolution Mining, the
Department of Water and Environmental Regulation and The
Water Corporation.
These organisations collaborate with KBULG and work in partnership with us to achieve our vision of a “Better Environment
and Better Lifestyle” for the people of the Goldfields.
Our sponsors meet the continuous funding needs required for
the implementation of all of KBULG’s projects including Junior
Landcare activities, Tree-planting events, publication of
KBULG’s Community Newsletter, upkeep of Karlkurla Bushland
Park, operation of Karlkurla Community Nursery, regular Native Plant Group Meetings, Regeneration Zone Management,
numerous other projects and activities, in addition to KBULG’s
general administration duties.
Our core sponsors are vital for maintaining the profile, respect
and credibility that we hold within the community.
KBULG maintains strong links and working relationships with
all of our core sponsors, mining companies and businesses in
the region, who provide in-kind support to our programs and
initiatives.
All of KBULG’s projects are built on partnerships that facilitate
mutually beneficial outcomes.
KBULG acknowledges the integral role of sponsors to the
group’s successful operations whenever the opportunity arises.
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Sponsors and Partnerships
SPONSORS & CONTRIBUTIONS
City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder
Northern Star Resources
KCGM
Water Corporation

$104,000
$33,000
$33,000
$ 5,000

OTHER GRANTS AND SPONSORSHIP
Waste Wise Schools - DWER
Kalgoorlie Case & Drill
Rotary Club of Boulder

$24.200
$300.00
$3,300

OTHER SPONSORS / IN KIND
DONORS AND PARTNERS
Artgold Inc
BGC
Birdlife Australia
Bunnings Kalgoorlie
Central Regional TAFE
Cleanaway
Coles, Hannans and Kalgoorlie
DBC&A Kalgoorlie-Boulder
Department of Transport WA
Eastern Goldfields College
Evolution
GEDC
GIFSA
GNRBA
Goldfields Little Loads
Goldfields Naturalists’ Club Inc
Goldfields Toyota
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(continued)

GWHCC
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Business Development
Centre
Kalgoorlie Case & Drill
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Visitor Centre
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Volunteer Centre
KBCCI
Keep Australia Beautiful, WA
Lotterywest
Lotteries House
McDonalds, Kalgoorlie-Boulder
MCM Protection
Museum of the Goldfields
Nickel West - Kalgoorlie Smelter
Onsite Safety Services
O'Reilly Consulting
Piccadilly Butchers
Rotary Club of Boulder
Rotary Club of Hannans
Rotary Club of Kalgoorlie
Section 95 Day Release Prisoners
Skill Hire Work for the Dole Program
The Kalgoorlie Miner
Tin Dog Consulting
Vissign
WA Parks Foundation

Management of KBULG
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Management of KBULG
Management of KBULG
The KBULG committee comprises a large
and diverse group of individuals, and includes representatives from government,
local industries and interested members of
the community.
The Kalgoorlie-Boulder Urban Landcare
Group coordinates and promotes many projects and is associated with many activities
around the City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder. All of
KBULG’s engagements are coordinated from
the KBULG office, which is located at Karlkurla Bushland Park.
KBULG employs a fulltime paid CEO. Kim
Eckert has been employed within this position since January 2013. Kim is accountable
for the day-to-day management and coordination of the organisation, under the direction from the KBULG committee.
Part-time and casual staff along with volunteers assist with the implementation of
KBULG’s various projects, including; the
Junior Landcare Program, Clean up Australia
Day, guided bushwalks, Community Tree
Planting Days, manning the KBULG stall at
displays and expositions, along with administration and community nursery operation
tasks.
The KBULG CEO is responsible for developing and maintaining successful avenues of
community liaison through reaching a high
diversity of groups and organisations, consequently involving community members
from all socio-economic backgrounds. The
CEO ensures that projects are adequately
devised, implemented, maintained and
monitored. Major tasks overseen by the
CEO include project development and funding, public education and coordination of
community events. KBULG’s staff also liaise
with the Council, schools, government de-

partments, sponsors and the media on local
landcare projects and issues.
The elected Committee supports and guides
the KBULG CEO in relation to any arising
issues, along with offering advice on project
management decisions as required. The
committee also provides input in regards to
the group’s strategic planning and overall
direction.

Committee Members 2020/2021
Executive Committee
Chairperson
Peta Osborne
Vice Chairperson
Susan Stirling
Treasurer
Jennifer Jackson
Secretary
John Rees
Community Representative
Graeme Campbell
Sponsor Representatives
Lisa Malicky
City of Kalgoorlie Boulder Rep
Kelly Nelson
KCGM Rep
Kratonga Ohuma
Northern Star Resources Rep

KBULG STAFF
Kim Eckert
Helen O’Sullivan
Pascarl Purser
Gabrielle Scannell
Chloe Porteous
Sarah Campbell
Shane Scully
Ross Munday
Brenden Westbrook
Edie Ulrich

CEO
Administration Officer
Administration Officer
Administration Officer
Nursery Assistant
Nursery Assistant
Nursery Officer
Nursery Officer
Nursery Assistant
Aboriginal Tour Guide

CKB Liaison
Kristy Lamont
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Environmental & Community Achievements






KBULG held its very first Recycled Art
Competition and Exhibition named
“rECOnstructed” in November 2009. In
2020 and now in its 11th year, the competition and exhibition was viewed by
thousands of people at the Western
Australian Museum of the Goldfields.
The competition was again extremely
successful with a great turnout from local community members with the artworks displaying the enormous artistic
talent in the Goldfields.
Over 200 volunteers planted around
5000 trees, shrubs and ground cover
plants along Gatacre Drive, Somerville
at KBULG’s Annual Community Tree
Planting Day in 2020, which was supported by the CKB after Planet Ark cancelled all nation wide events.
In 2020/2021 over 40,000 plants were
propagated in KBULG’s nursery, providing us with necessary plant numbers for
tree planting events around town, and
allowing thousands of plants to be
donated to local community groups,
schools and the community.



Many gardening enthusiasts entered
their gardens into our 2020 Sustainable
Garden Quest Competition. Judges were
extremely impressed by the gardens’
creative layouts, displaying innovative
aspects of waterwise gardening, edible
gardening and the use of natives.



All primary and secondary schools in
Kalgoorlie-Boulder and hundreds of students participated in KBULG’s Junior
Landcare Program in 2020/2021. Frequently organised activities included tailor-made educational bushwalks, tree
planting events on school grounds and
classroom talks adapted to the individual needs and interests of classes.



Updating promotional and community
educational material continues to be a
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key focus. KBULG has increased its social media presence, and is constantly
working on updating existing educational materials and interpretive signage
across Karlkurla Bushland Park.


Education distribution is constantly
changing as methods of information dispersal change and evolve. KBULG is
likewise constantly updating and working on getting information out in as
many different ways as possible including our, website, facebook and written
media like the Kalgoorlie Miner.



KBULG continues to promote the conservation significance of the Great Western
Woodlands through conducting educational bushwalks for school students in
the community and visiting schools from
the region, at community events and
through donating and distributing the
Great Western Woodlands field guide &
pamphlets to schools, sponsors and
community partners.



All outcomes were achieved within this
reporting period across all projects and
activities. All measurable outcomes relating to projects and activities have
been enhanced from previous years.
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KBULG & The Keep Australia Beautiful WACouncil
TIDY TOWN 2020
In collaboration with the City of Kalgoorlie Boulder KBULG again entered Kalgoorlie-Boulder
into the 2020 state-level Tidy Towns Sustainable Communities Competition and was a
finalist for the categories:






Overall State Award Title
Young Legends;
Environmental Sustainability; and
Environmental Education.

As a result of the world wide pandemic Covid19 the 2020 Tidy Towns Awards almost did not
go ahead however a change of heart saw the
awards reinstated. Many communities stepped
up to show their resilience and showcase their
community spirit in the many events and projects that were organised and conducted
through out the period.
KBULG was able to showcase the many projects
that community members had organised
throughout the period. The residents of Kalgoorlie-Boulder worked hard using creativity
and kindness to help keep moral up during a
turbulent and uncertain time.
KBULG and Kalgoorlie-Boulder were represented at the 2020 Tidy Town Awards by Kim
Eckert (CEO), Gabrielle Scannell and local
teacher Anna Gavin (representing her class for
the Young Legends nomination). While Kalgoorlie-Boulder did not win any of the categories to
be continuously selected as finalists shows WA
that Kalgoorlie-Boulder is a community that cares for it’s people, its environment and its history.

Keep Australia Beautiful WA & KBULG
Community collaboration
KBULG and Keep Australia Beautiful have continued to work together to promote the antilittering message at our annual environmental
focused events. Not only was the KalgoorlieBoulder Clean Up Day attended by the KAB WA
chairman Michael Aspinall and team, they also
attended the 2020 Tree Planting Day event and
ran a clean up event alongside the tree planting
event. This collaboration has led to a substantial amount of litter being removed from our
city and fun interactive activities designed to
educate being run at our events.
Shirley
Brindley from Keep Australia Beautiful deserves
a special mention
for not only the
collaborative work
she
does
with
KBULG but also
the collaborative
work she does
with the whole
Western Australian community.
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Projects
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Projects
and
Activities

MEMBERSHIP
In 2003 KBULG introduced the possibility of becoming a member of KBULG and being enlisted
as a friend of KBULG. During the 2020/2021
time period the number of registered members
approximated 634. KBULG regularly updates its
members with information about its activities
and upcoming events, while also encouraging
members to get involved in Landcare activities
and to assist KBULG with the organisation and
delivery of events.
KBULG is very grateful to those members who
contribute their valuable leisure time to various
aspects of KBULG’s work, including nursery
work/Karlkurla Bushland Park maintenance and
stallholder activities at events. It is an extremely rewarding and gratifying privilege for
the KBULG team to witness a growing interest
in conservation activities among community
members from all age groups and cultural &
professional backgrounds.
KBULG JUNIOR LANDCARE
A major focus of all aspects of KBULG’s work
and envisaged future projects is the education
of younger generations, providing for a more
sustainable future of the Kalgoorlie-Boulder region and all of Australia. The Junior Landcare
Program (JLP) is thus one of KBULG’s most significant priorities and KBULG continues to assess the success of ongoing education activities
and opportunities for new projects involving the
young.
Over the last year all Kalgoorlie-Boulder
schools have been involved in environmental activities, with KBULG inviting all
school teachers of the region to benefit
from the organisation’s environmental
expertise and welcoming any type of interest from schools in educational programs. KBULG accommodated any request from schools in relation to Junior
Landcare education and over the last year
continued to go out of its way to respond
to specific requirements. Frequently organised activities included educational
bushwalks with the duration and educaPg | 10

(continued)

tional
c on t en t
adapted
to
the
class needs, tree
planting events on
school grounds and
classroom talks &
activities (with a
strong
emphasis
on promoting sustainable
resource
use and conservation of biodiversity). KBULG provided schools with
regular
updates,
information
and
reminders about its
activities, in addition to encouraging schools’
involvement in KBULG’s major community
events such as the rECOnstructed Art Competition, the Annual Clean-up Kalgoorlie-Boulder
Day and the Annual Kalgoorlie-Boulder TreePlanting Day.
Over the last year KBULG received exceptionally
positive feedback from participating schools in
regards to the group’s ongoing commitment to
Junior Landcare education. KBULG has also recently gained some success with the inclusion
of high school students in the program, including a year 11 geography class utilized the park
to conduct a mapping exercise of the parks
flora and facilitating a volunteering program for
Fairbridge College students through term 2. The
program encourages the young generation to
gain an appreciation of the unique biodiversity
values of the region, and to actively consider
the implications of urban and industrial developments. KBULG is
grateful to Northern
Star Resources who
continue to provide
funding
and
onground support to the
program.
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Projects
Projectsand
andActivities
Activities(continued)
(continued)
Projects and Activities (continued)
MEDIA
KBULG is regularly featured in the local media and over the 2019/2020 period 109 articles reporting about KBULG’s activities,
events and various projects were published.
KBULG aims to reach a diverse range of
community members with information about
its activities and ongoing projects, and
therefore invests considerable efforts into
maintaining fruitful working relationships
with a variety of media outlets, including but
not limited to: the Kalgoorlie Miner, Radio
West, ABC Radio, GWN.
KBULG proactively informs the local media
about its activities and responds to requests
for interviews or other information in a
timely manner. Our successful working relationships with media outlets encourage
KBULG’s frequent local news presence, numerous feature articles, and regular interviews with KBULG staff.

NEWSLETTER
KBULG's community bi-annual newsletter is
a reflection of KBULG’s ideals and values
and is an effective way of disseminating information to the wider Kalgoorlie-Boulder
community. It features environmental education, sustainable living tips, earth friendly
kids projects, flora and fauna information
and a look at what KBULG has been doing
within the community.
The four-page, coloured centre-spread
newsletter is featured in the Saturday edition of the Kalgoorlie Miner. With the newsletter content presented in an entertaining
and easily understandable way, KBULG consistently receives exceptionally positive
feedback from the community. Any interested individual can also request the latest
issue of the newsletter from KBULG and additionally they can download it off the
KBULG website.

SOCIAL MEDIA & WEBSITE
With the growing use of social media, community engagement in our projects and activities has become increasingly straightforward and effective. KBULG's Facebook page
is very active and publishes daily posts. The
page is currently followed
by
approximately 1160 people,
with numbers steadily
increasing. In addition
to sharing KBULG’s
events and activities
with a growing number of Facebook followers KBULG provides news and recommendations
on
sustainable living and
green
households
through multiple daily
posts. We also utilise
facebook to promote
our
Partners
and
Sponsors.
KBULG has recently
also joined the world
of Instagram and can
be
found
at
@kbulg_1994.
The
Instagram page was established in August
2021 and has over 90 followers with more
followers joining weekly.
KBULG’s website facilitates public access to
a wealth of information about KBULG’s projects & activities, upcoming events, and the
region’s conservation needs. A large proportion of membership requests are received
via the online membership form, available
as a website link. The website can be viewed
at www.kbulg.org.au.
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Projects
Projectsand
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Activities(continued)
(continued)

ANNUAL TREE PLANTING DAY
KBULG’s Annual Tree Planting Day, the region’s
major conservation-focussed event, enjoys
steadily growing popularity among residents
and attracts many environmentally-conscious
individuals and families. KBULG and the CKB
Council select a barren area in KalgoorlieBoulder for re-vegetation each year and this
year’s tree-planting day, organised on Sunday,
26 July 2020, focused on revegetating a section
of the bare area between Gatacre Drive and
Heart-Kerspien Drive. The area has been part of
a three year planting project and this final
planting finished the project, establishing a barrier between residential housing and the airport
and reducing dust pollution.
Plant Ark cancelled all Tree Planting Day events
nationwide due to the Covid-19 situation in the
Eastern States which meant that the event was
in danger of not being able to go ahead without
the insurance provided by Planet Ark.
KBULG and the City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder
worked together to ensure that the event did go
ahead by promoting the event under the CKB
events insurance.
Over 200 hard-working volunteers assisted
KBULG and the CKB to plant 5000 seedlings.
Because of the wonderful community support,
in particular from local industry professionals
and families, the seedlings, donated from
KBULG’s community nursery and selected to be
well suited to the harsh environment of the site,
were planted in just under 2 hours.
Our community is one of a kind and our ability
to work together ensured that the event was an
amazing success. The joint effort of organisations and everyday citizens to work together for
a more sustainable city is a pleasure to witness
and be a part of. Each and every participant
was deeply committed to do their bests to contribute to the ‘Greening of the Goldfields’ and
an enhanced lifestyle for the entire community,
as well as building on the sense of community.
To reward participants for their hard work and
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motivation KBULG organised a free sausage
sizzle for everyone and thanks to the generosity of MacDonald's was also able to hand out
vouchers for a small treat, a welcome thank
you for the volunteers.
KBULG could not have completed the event
without the crucial support from the City of
Kalgoorlie-Boulder who also carried out important site preparation works, provided onground support on the day and have maintained the area since allowing the area to
flourish. KBULG’s core sponsors KCGM, Northern Star Resources, Evolution Mining provided
essential resources for the events, and the
Kalgoorlie Miner sponsored the advertising.
KBULG would like to once again thank everyone for a highly successful and fun day of
greening Kalgoorlie-Boulder.
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Projects and Activities (continued)
Projects and Activities (continued)
SUSTAINABLE GARDEN QUEST
KBULG’s Sustainable Garden Quest has established
itself as an important spring event for everyone engaged or interested in sustainable, waterwise gardening within the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Region. In 2020 the
competition again met its core objective - promoting,
educating, and raising awareness about opportunities
and varied techniques for waterwise gardening. The
competition consisted of five separate categories and
the different category winners were announced on
facebook and via email on the 13th of September.
Category winners received a $250.00 Goldfields Little
Loads voucher donated by the business. They also received the knowledge and help from staff at Little
Loads when they went in store to collect their
voucher. Due to high publicity of the event and enthusiastic uptake of the community the event has demonstrated to be very effective in promoting innovative
ideas for waterwise gardening and sustainable landscaping.
The event calls for everyone engaged or interested in
waterwise
gardening and sustainable landscaping
practices within the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Region to
share their passion and individual approaches with like
-minded residents, with the KBULG Team ready to
provide encouragement and useful advice as well as
giving out prizes. Winning entries of last year’s competition were selected from following five categories:
Residential (Owner & Tenant combined), Commercial
(Business and Industry combined), Schools, Community Organisation, and Edible Garden. The winners can
be found on our website.
The Water Corporation is the major sponsor of the
event as it aligns with the Corporation’s vision to promote sustainable water use to a wide audience.
KBULG is thankful to the Kalgoorlie Miner who sponsored the advertising of the competition as in previous
years.

THANK YOU
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Projects
Projectsand
andActivities
Activities(continued)
(continued)
RECONSTRUCTED ART COMPETITION
KBULG’s rECOnstructed Art Competition and
Exhibition has become a major annual
community event, and inspires individuals,
community groups and schools to get
creative while helping to raise awareness
about the waste cycle and the importance of
recycling by spreading the key message of
Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle.
Coinciding with National Recycling Week,
KBULG
once
again
encouraged
the
community to submit artwork for this exciting
and thought-provoking exhibition.
Held in November 2020 the rECOnstructed
Art Competition again met its objective to
reach a wide audience, in particular the
younger generation, to communicate the
significance and complexity of the waste cycle
in our everyday lives.
The competition comprised of 7 separate
categories with cash prizes for each, and
judges had the difficult task to choose from
some superbly creative pieces of artwork
from Kalgoorlie-Boulder and surrounding
regions.
The thoughtfully designed artworks from
recycled and no longer used materials were
exhibited at the Western Australian Museum
of the Goldfields in the British Arms Hotel in
an educational, and highly visible 2-week Arts

exhibition that proved popular with a wide
audience consisting of locals and visitors to
the popular landmark.
Competition
category
winners
were
announced at the exhibition opening night on
Friday, 6th November 2020. The event was
themed “Anything Goes” and received 26
entries of varied mediums and style. KBULG
and the independent volunteer judges from
art and waste management backgrounds
were delighted by the variation in entries.
KBULG is proud
to have attracted
the
continuous
interest of local
schools
an d
c om mun it y
groups in this
unique event .
KBULG is grateful
to
the
event
sponsors KCGM,
the Museum of
the
Goldfields,
the
Kalgoorlie
Miner, Evolution
Mining and the
Water Corporation, in addition to its core
sponsors the City of Kalgoorlie-Boulder and
Northern Star who also supported the event.

2020 Category Winners
Community Group: Lullaby Lane Nursery GCCC - ‘Busy Hands Creations’
Primary School: Pit Blasters ‘Don’t Forget To Wash Your Hands’
Junior Individual: Junior Individual – Hazel Murphy ‘BOB’
3D Sculpture: Claudia Becker ‘The Outback Gate’
2D Sculpture: Suzanne Burger ‘Coral Gum Glory’
High School: Eastern Goldfields Education Support Centre ‘Spritely Christmas Tree’
Peoples Choice: Claudia Becker ‘The Outback Gate’
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Projects
Projectsand
andActivities
Activities(continued)
(continued)
KBULGS SPECIAL EVENTS
SHOWCASE COMMUNITY
INTERACTION
Over the last year KBULG has organised
family-friendly events to raise the
community’s
awareness
about the
Community Nursery and KBULG’s many
projects & activities.
Native Plant Group
Native Plant Group continues to be a
popular morning where community
members are able to come to the
nursery and learn propagation skills and
learn planting techniques specific to
species native to the Goldfields. During
the restriction set by the Premier NPG
had to be organised a little differently to
ensure that they met the conditions of
the restrictions. Thus Mini-NPG was
established, the numbers were reduced
but held more often to accommodate.
After receiving feedback on last years
Saturday Native Plant Group events
KBULG has shifted the NPG from Sunday
to Saturdays to provide community
members with a better chance of
attending the morning event. NPG is
now held one Saturday a month from
9am to 11am and all are welcome.

held on the 17th of October 2020, was a
great success with many local businesses and
organisations pitching in to support the
event.
Event attendees were able to participate in
free crafting activities,
learn propagation
skills, gifted a bag of mindfulness goodies,
and treated to a free morning tea. A door
raffle was held and lucky winners went home
with a collection of goodies including butterfly
planting packs, picnic accessories and BBQ
sets.
Volunteering at KBULG
KBULG is open to anyone who wishes to
volunteer at the nursery regardless of skill
level or mobility. KBULG has several
volunteers, who with their carers, come on a
regular weekly basis to volunteer at the
nursery. We
are lucky to
have them
and enjoy the
diversity they
bring to
KBULG.

Planting Positive— Mental Health Week
KBULG often collaborates with local
organisations big and small to deliver
educational programs or support other
businesses events.
KBULG attended the 2020 WA Day event
and the Science Night event at the
Museum of the Goldfields. Those who
attended enjoyed the range of activities
that they participated in, children and
adults alike.
KBULG, the Kalgoorlie-Boulder Volunteer
Centre, Hope Community Services
collaborated to organise an event to
spread awareness for ’Mental Health
Week’ and to celebrate it. The event,
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Projects and Activities

DISPLAYS, EXPOS AND FESTIVALS
KBULG has always maintained its status as
the Goldfields most active environmental
community organisations, this year has been
no different. KBULG was present at both the
2020 Spring Festival and the 2021 KBCCI
Community Expo where KBULG staff
engaged the community by answering
questions, encouraging people to sign up and
become part of a friendly network and by
selling local native plants from the
community nursery. KBULG was able to
feature it’s new Instagram sign and marquee
purchased with funds from Lotterywest.
Our public displays and stalls enable KBULG
to raise awareness on local environmental
issues, and to share educational materials
and advice with its diverse target audience.
KBULG’s presence at events also allows the
organisation
to
promote
its
many
environmental projects and activities, and to
raise environmental awareness within a fun
setting.
KBULG was approached to put together a
display for the EGC NAIDOC week in 2020.
Specimens of local flora, bush medicine and
bush food displays, were provided as well as
informational material and

CLEAN UP KALGOORLIE-BOULDER DAY
7TH MARCH 2021
AVOID, REDUCE, REUSE, and RECYCLE
One of KBULG’s key objectives is to spread
this message. This entails educating the
wider community about aspects of the waste
cycle such as relevant waste decomposition
time spans, whilst also sharing innovative
waste reduction and recycling ideas with
residents. In addition to ongoing education
projects that educate the community about
methods of waste prevention and waste
recovery, KBULG hosts an annual KalgoorlieBoulder Clean Up Australia Day – a
nationwide initiative promoted through state
-specific Keep Australia Beautiful Councils.
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(continued)

The Clean-Up Day event is held at a different
location every year, selected based on litter
quantity, conservation significance and
visual amenity
priority.
The 2021 event
was
well
attended
by
over
100
residents
of
KalgoorlieBoulder
and
surrounds and
t h e
d a y
resulted in the
removal of 12
tonnes of waste
and 200 KAB
orange bags of
general rubbish
from am area of bushland located on the
North East side of Waverley street in
Boulder. The items removed not only effect
the visual amenity of the area but also have
a negative impact on the native animals and
have the potential to introduce toxic
chemicals into the environment.
The event was attended by the team from
the Keep Australia Beautiful WA Council who
brought with them a bundle of fun activities
and of course helping hands.
The many hard-working volunteers were
rewarded with a sausage sizzle and various
raffle prizes, making this event a fun
morning and achieving a great outcome.
Thank you to all our sponsors and the people
of Kalgoorlie-Boulder for all your hard work
and a morning full of smiles!

Educate

Projects and Activities

WOLRD ENVIRONMENT DAY
KBULG teamed up with Evolution Mining to
host a weeding and native species planting
event to celebrate international World Environment Day. The event was opened up to the
community of Kalgoorlie-Boulder and to the
schools of Kalgoorlie-Boulder. Evolution provided funding so that the schools could be
provided with free busses to the event, which
was held at the 2020 Tree Planting Event
along Gatacre Drive.
Along with volunteers who attended, the
whole of year 2 from Hannans Primary School
along with their teachers and parent helpers.
The morning was spent removing weeds from
the area, an impressive feat for the Year 2’s
as some of the weeds were taller than those
weeding, and infill planting with local native
species supplied by KBULG for the event.
SCHOOL HOLIDAY ACTIVITIES
During the 2020-2021 period KBULG and the
community at large faced many difficulties
due to the Covid-19 pandemic. These included
a restriction of group activities, events and
other social interaction opportunities. KBULG
saw the need to implement a serious of school
holiday activities aimed at entertaining families and other park goers as they made the
most of their opportunities to get out of the
house. In April the first school holiday activity
saw Remy the Rainbow bottle jellyfish lose all
his friends in the park. This sparked a continuation of the
program throughout as KBULG
worked to provide
educational
and
fun holiday program.
July 2020 saw tin
can bees invade
the park and park
users were challenged to answer
question sheet for
their chance to
receive a prize.
This program was
hugely
popular
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(continued)

and the bees went on to the Museum of the
Goldfields for several more weeks as part of
an educational program run by the Museum of
the Goldfields. They also buzzed over to Saint
Marys where they inspired the Environmental
Ministry
as
they
discussed
recycled
art.
During
October
the theme
of the activity was
birds, inspired by
the partnership of KBULG and the Goldfields Naturalists who survey the birds in Karlkurla Bushland Park every 2 months, it seemed fitting as
the weather warmed and birds started to get
spring fever. In December 2020 the park was
invaded by recycled art butterflies and park
users were challenged to find all 30.
As restrictions eased the need for these school
holiday programs has decreased. Instead
KBULG has started to focus on days of international significance such as World Environment Day or World Parks Week.
In March, 2021, KBULG organised an activity
to celebrate World
Parks Week and
several informative flip booklets
were distributed
about the park to
attract park users
attention and provide
education
about local parks,
flora and fauna in
the Goldfields.
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(continued)

NEW UPGRADES TO THE FACILITIES
AND IMPROVED ACCESS TO THE
NURSERY FOR ALL
KBULG is constantly working to make
improvements to our Community Nursery this
year that has included increasing the amount of
storage room at our community nursery with
the installation of a 15 meter Stratco kit shed
that was purchased with funds provided by
evolution mining and built with the assistance of
the Section 95 Prison
Crew and making the
nursery more accessible
to the general public
including those who have
mobility
issues.
The
building was completed in
November
2020.
The
Section 95 Prison Crew
showed amazing skill in
erecting the shed and
there was a great sense of
pride amongst them.
We are also working hard
to
bu i l d
on
wh at
infrastructure we already
have
to
make
the
Community
Nursery
a
multi-use area through
the inclusion of a fully
functioning kitchenette in
the
Eco
&
Cultural
Education
Centre
complete
with
dining
ware,
cutlery
and
glassware.
This wouldn’t have been possible without the
generosity of Lottery West who provided the
grant money to make all these improvements
possible.
We will continue to make improvements to
ensure that our Community Nursery is an area
that can be utilised by residents and other
organisations for the betterment of the
community
and
to
bring
a
greater
understanding of the environment to anyone
who wishes to learn.
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KBULG & THE WASTE WISE SCHOOLS
PROGRAM
Working with CKB composting program
KBULG has worked with Waste Wise Schools in
the past and this relationship has continued into
the 2020/2021 year. KBULG provides the
schools, primary and secondary, with the tools
and assistance to become more waste
sustainable on behalf of the Waste Wise Schools
Program.
Throughout the 2020/2021 year period KBULG
has completed:


3 physical waste audits



A visual waste audit



Presented on various topics including
composting, food waste reduction, and
waste audit systems, in person and over
zoom.



Met with multiple schools and staff
members to discuss various waste related
projects.



Met with various schools sustainability
committees or environmental ministries to
discuss various topics.



Continued to promote social media posts
from Waste Wise Schools and other
sustainable organisations to the wider
community



Maintained the Environmental Education
and Sustainability Network. Facebook
group

KBULG
continues
to
actively
work
with
schools
to
provide
assistance with all their
sustainable
initiatives,
not only those related to
waste,
including
ve ge t a bl e
g ar den s,
water wise gardens and
education in landcare
topics, historical and
current.

Educate
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We also wish to foster an interest in the biology
of the park and the greater Western Woodlands
area, we do this by bringing awareness to key
species in the park,
explaining
their
significance not only as
flora but also their
significance
to
the
aboriginal population as
bush tucker and bush
medicine.
This year KBULG was
approached by both local
schools and non-local
schools
to
conduct
incursions,
excursions
and participate in school
hosted events. Some of these events included
NAIDOC celebrations at schools, Yr 11 topic
specific tours and invitations to come to schools
to present and run activities.
Our park tours continue to be a popular service
with schools both local
and those from outside
the Goldfields Region.
This year KBULG was
contacted by Fairbridge
College a new school
established
in
the
Goldfields. The students
and
their
teacher
attended the nursery
every Friday for the
entirety of Term 2 2021
to volunteer their time
in the nursery to help
with the cleaning and filling of tubes,
propagation and general nursery duties. Their
help was much appreciated and we hope they
enjoyed the experience as much as we enjoyed
their company.
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(continued)

COMMUNITY GROUPS

SCHOOL INCURSIONS & EXCURSIONS
KBULG continues to actively engage with the
students of Kalgoorlie Boulder . Our aim is to
educate and create awareness about the
environmental impacts of mining and agriculture
both historically and in the present day.

●

The KBULG Community Nursery is much utilised
by many of the other community groups and
organisations in the Goldfields.
The Rotary Club of Boulder and the Goldfields
Naturalists are just some of the groups who
request the use of our facilities to host small
events. These events often are inclusive of the
overall community and so providing our facilities
to these groups benefits the wider community.
Likewise KBULG is a
staunch supporter of
other
community
g r o u p s
a n d
organisations and we
w o r k
w i t h
organisations
and
organise KBULG run
activities
at
their
events to show our
support.
KBULG has happily assisted other organisations
with their events in the past year including but
not limited to:


Science Night - Museum of the Goldfields



Bird surveys - Goldfields Naturalists



Planting Positive - KBVC
Community Organisation



Street Party - Boulder Rotary Club



The Spring Festival - KBCCI



Community Expo - KBCCI



O’Connor Primary School - celebrating
NAIDOC



GEMG Conference - Northern Star Booth



World Environment Day - Evolution Mining



WA Day - Museum of the Goldfields

&

Hope

KBULG is open to any invitation to participant in
community events as long as they align with our
missions ’Better environment. Better lifestyle’
and vision ’Communicate, Educate, Participate’.
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SHOWCASING LONG-TERM
RELATIONSHIPS WITH SPONSORS
KBULG receives strong support from it’s
many industry partners. KCGM is one of
KBULG’s core long-term sponsors and
continues to be. VOCONIQ is a KCGM
sponsored program that looks to interact
with the residents of Kalgoorlie-Boulder to
ensure that KCGM is in touch with the
concerns of the community. KBULG has
actively participated in this study not only
by participating but encouraging members
to participate as well. Ensuring that they
are heard and that KCGM is connecting with
the residents of Kalgoorlie-Boulder.
The
City
of
KalgoorlieB o u l d e r
continues to be
a major sponsor
for
KBULG
throu gh
the
renewal of the
Annual
Grants
Program and it’s
acceptance
of
KBULG as a recipient for another 3 years.
As a major sponsor the CKB ensures that
KBULG is able to continue to provide free
services for the schools of KalgoorlieBoulder
and
run
community
events
throughout the year.
SHOWCASING NEW RELATIONSHIPS
WITH SPONSORS
Goldfields Little Loads has enthusiastically
jumped on board as a sponsor for the
Sustainable Garden Quest and the lucky
winners and their gardens were rewarded
with a $250.00 voucher for Goldfields Little
Loads.
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(continued)

Kalgoorlie Case and Drill supports the
annual Tree Planting Day event through the
donation of funds towards the purchase of
refreshments to feed the hardworking and
hungry volunteers.
PROMOTING INDIGENOUS
KNOWLEDGE & CULTURAL
UNDERSTANDING
KBULG regularly conducts Culture Tours
within Karlkurla Bushland Park, employing
Aboriginal guides. A KBULG guide together
with Aboriginal guides takes guests on a
walk through the park, explaining our local
flora and fauna, bush tucker and bush
medicine. Guests then enjoy billy tea/coffee
and homemade damper with quandong jam
a local specialty. This unique experience of
a KBULG guide working alongside Aboriginal
guides to share their combined knowledge
to the community and visitors is truly
amazing and rewarding. It also brings the
community together in the hope to bridge
the social issues we have been facing.
KBULG’s employment
of
local
guides
enables
local
Indigenous residents
to
sh are
t h ei r
knowledge on bush
t u cker
&
bu sh
medicine
and
to
convey their stories
to the community.
The
enth usi asti c
interest of cultural
trail participants invokes feelings of cultural
pride and fosters cultural understanding
within
the
community.
KBULG
also
continues to expand its engagement with
aboriginal youth who regularly visit the
nursery to partake in education and training
courses.
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Chairperson’s Report 2020-2021

Welcome to the 2021 KBULG AGM



I would like to say a huge thank you to
Kim and the staff for all the work you
have done this year. We hoped that
after the upsets of last year that
everything would be back to normal,
but we are still feeling the effects of
COVID-19 even this late in the year.
However the ability of the Kalgoorlie
Boulder Urban Landcare Group and the
wider Kalgoorlie-Boulder community
has seen us overcome and thrive in a
period of uncertainty and frequent
change.




We are very grateful to our sponsors
who have continued to support our
organisation and have enabled us to
continue the wonderful work and
activities that KBULG have been able
to participate in over the last year.

This year has been very busy and
looking at next year’s calendar, it will
be just as busy again, with lots of
opportunities for all of our members to
be involved in our events where they
can, where your assistance will be
appreciated.

Once again KBULG has had a very
busy year, continuing to hold many
events and participate in many
activities. I would like to thank the
amazing volunteers who have helped
in the events over the year. Without
volunteers our organisation would not
make the impact that it does to our
local environment. 5000 trees do not
plant themselves and 12 tonnes of
rubbish is not collected without hands
to pick it up. Volunteers are the heart
and soul of community organisations.










Kalgoorlie-Boulder Tree Planting
Day
Sustainable Garden Quest
Planting Positive - Mental Health
Week
Boulder Rotary Street Party.
Reconstructed Art competition.
Community Expo - KBCCI
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Clean Up Day
Science Night at the Museum
WA Day - Museum of the
Goldfields
World Environment Day - planting
event
Native Plant Group

We hope to see you throughout the
year
Kind regards
Peta Osborne
Chairperson
KBULG

Some of the events KBULG has hosted
or participated in include:
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Conclusion

KBULG's vision is to work for a better
environment and better lifestyle for the
people of the Goldfields by encouraging
communication, education, participation
and collaboration.
The group aims to involve the community
in all its activities, events and is
committed
to
working
with
other
community groups, schools, business and
government to achieve its goals.
The Kalgoorlie-Boulder Urban Landcare
Group, previously the Goldfields Dust
Abatement Committee, has conserved and
established native vegetation in the
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Goldfields for over 40 years. Due to past,
present and future impacts and threats to
the
Kalgoorlie-Boulder
environment,
planning and promoting our activities and
the need for conservation and rehabilitation
of the Goldfields environment is given high
priority.
KBULG has achieved all aims, objectives
and outcomes over this reporting period
and is committed to continuing to serve the
Goldfields Community and its environment.
Once again a very big thank you to all of
our sponsors, partners, supporters, staff,
committee and members.
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Financial Report
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KBULG Annual Report - Page 26

KBULG Annual Report - Page 27
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Thank You
the Community of Kalgoorlie-Boulder,
KBULG Staff, the KBULG Committee,
Members, Supporters, Partners and
Sponsors for an extraordinary 2020/2021!

We are looking forward to many exciting
projects, Activities & Events working
towards a more sustainable future
with you in 2020/2021
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Urban Landcare
Group

Boulder Urban Group INC

Kalgoorlie-Boulder Urban Landcare Group Inc.

